KEY SESSIONS
Exploring Inter-sectoral Partnerships

The Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) works to create and sustain an environment conducive to the development of
India, partnering industry, Government, and civil society, through advisory and consultative processes.

Trust Building

CII is a non-government, not-for-profit, industry-led and industry-managed organization, playing a proactive role in India’s
development process. Founded in 1895, India’s premier business association has around 9000 members, from the private
as well as public sectors, including SMEs and MNCs, and an indirect membership of over 300,000 enterprises from around
276 national and regional sectoral industry bodies. CII charts change by working closely with Government on policy issues,
interfacing with thought leaders, and enhancing efficiency, competitiveness and business opportunities for industry
through a range of specialized services and strategic global linkages. It also provides a platform for consensus-building
and networking on key issues.

Patient Safety
Artificial Intelligence in Critical Care
Cyber Security and Data Privacy

Extending its agenda beyond business, CII assists industry to identify and execute corporate citizenship programmes.
Partnerships with civil society organizations carry forward corporate initiatives for integrated and inclusive development
across diverse domains including affirmative action, healthcare, education, livelihood, diversity management, skill
development, empowerment of women, and water, to name a few.

Re-engineering Healthcare
Wellness and Lifestyle Sciences

India is now set to become a US$ 5 trillion economy in the next five years and Indian industry will remain the principal
growth engine for achieving this target. With the theme for 2019-20 as ‘Competitiveness of India Inc - India@75: Forging
Ahead’, CII will focus on five priority areas which would enable the country to stay on a solid growth track. These are employment generation, rural-urban connect, energy security, environmental sustainability and governance.

EXHIBITION
Asia Health 2019 will showcase state-of-the-art Exhibition.
It will provide a platform to exchange information on
the entire healthcare gamut and aims at promoting the
multisectoral convergence under one roof with various
stakeholders focusing on Healthcare- products & services,
Command Centers, Model Healthcare Centers, CuttingEdge Technologies, Innovative Ideas and Solutions.

DELEGATE FEE
Rs.10,000/- per delegate for CII Members

With 66 offices, including 9 Centres of Excellence, in India, and 10 overseas offices in Australia, China, Egypt, France,
Germany, Singapore, South Africa, UAE, UK, and USA, as well as institutional partnerships with 355 counterpart
organizations in 126 countries, CII serves as a reference point for Indian industry and the international business community.

Come join the conversation, be a part of
Asia Health 2019

REGISTER NOW

Rs.12,000/- per delegate for CII Non-members

EXHIBITION

DELEGATION

Confederation of Indian Industry
The Mantosh Sondhi Centre
23, Institutional Area, Lodi Road, New Delhi – 110 003 (India)
T: 91 11 45771000 / 24629994-7 • F: 91 11 24626149 • E: info@cii.in • W: www.cii.in
Follow us on :

cii.in/facebook

cii.in/twitter

cii.in/linkedin

cii.in/youtube

Reach us via our Membership Helpline: 00-91-124-4592966 / 00-91-99104 46244
CII Helpline Toll Free Number: 1800-103-1244

For Further details, You may write to us:
Ms Elizabeth Jose
Deputy Director
Tel: +91-11-24682230-35
Email: elizabeth.jose@cii.in

Ms Aakangshita Dutta
Deputy Director
Tel: +91-11-24682230-35
Email: aakangshita.dutta@cii.in

ASIA HEALTH 2019

SERVING THE WORLD’S FASTEST GROWING
REGION - THROUGH HEALTHCARE CONVERGENCE

16-19 OCTOBER 2019 TAJ PALACE NEW DELHI

INTRODUCTION

ENABLING MULTI STAKEHOLDER CONVERGENCE

ASIA HEALTH 2019 - a 3.5 days long health thought leadership platform - bringing multiple stakeholders
to deliberate and discuss the future of Health. It will serve to enhance strategic policy & business synergies
between competitive players in the Healthcare sector.
A one of its kind platform with influential voices, experts from within and outside the sector. It will
see a global conglomeration of Industry Experts, Senior Policy-makers, Health Ministers, DecisionMakers from the ASIA region, and the multiple stakeholders including innovators who imagine a more
equitable and healthier world.

KEY OBJECTIVE

KEY ELEMENTS

Convergence of the different sub-sectors towards
working more cohesively for a unified agenda of
‘Health for All’
Deliberations and dialogues to define the
roadmap for the ‘Universal Health Coverage’

Start Up/
Innovations
Gallery

Command
Centres & Model
Healthcare
Centres

Understanding investment opportunities in
Indian Healthcare Industry
Improving the state of Primary healthcare
delivery system

InterDisciplinary
Workshops

Building up a strategy for International market

Matching Business + Policy & Welfare
– offering Novel Health Solutions to a
diverse range of Health Challenges in
the Asia Region

Countries
and State
Participation

Wellness
Zones

Disruptive
Sessions &
Ted Talks

Certification
Courses

Bespoke
B2Bs &
B2Gs

Ayurveda
Food Lounge

STAKE HOLDERS
IN- HOTELS,
INSTITUTIONS, SME
BIOTECHNOLOGY

There exists a critical need for India to develop
a “well-linked innovation ecosystem” with close
collaboration between Industry, academia and
government. This calls for a structured innovation
plan and an enabling set of policies that would
enable the stakeholders to stay innovation-driven,
quality-compliant thereby positioning India as a hub
for affordable innovation in Biotechnology.

AYURVEDA
HEALING
RESORTS

HEALTH & WELLNESS
ADMINISTRATORS

HEALTHCARE

Creating Value for Indian
Healthcare by increasing
sustainable interactions with
Governments at the Centre &
State and catalysing increased
engagements among healthcare
stakeholders towards improved
patient care and health for all.

VENTURE
CAPITALIST
HEALTH INSURANCE

TERTIARY
HEALTHCARE
PROVIDERS

AYURVEDA

COSMETIC
AND HERBAL
COMPANIES

HERBAL
MANUFACTURERS &
RETAILERS

Accelerating Health Insurance
for the larger population to
drive greater coverage - Multistakeholder collaboration for
sustainable and high growth
of Health Insurance in the
country.

CONVERGING
TOWARDS
IMPROVED
ACCESSIBILITY,
AFFORDABILITY
& QUALITY
HEALTHCARE

Promoting Ayurveda to bring
it to mainstream healthcare
delivery system.

HOSPITALS

ANGEL
INVESTORS

MEDICAL
VALUE TRAVEL
ASSOCIATIONS

MED TECH

PHARMACEUTICALS

To catalyze recognition of the contribution
of the Medical Technology industry to the
improvement of healthcare and welfare in India
and facilitate its growth through policies and
promotion measures. Achieving regulations
that are transparent, globally harmonized and
appropriate for medical devices.

PRACTITIONERS
RESEARCHERS

NUTRITIONISTS

PUBLIC HEALTH

To catalyze engagement of the private
sector enhancing promotive and preventive
health practices focusing especially on NonCommunicable Diseases.

DRUGS
MANUFACTURERS

AYURVEDA
REJUVENATION
CENTERS

As the Indian pharmaceutical
industry gears itself for a sustained
growth phase, there is a need for
collaborative action involving all
stakeholders. This would be an
important step towards identifying
key imperatives to facilitate industry
growth and suggest possible solutions
to some of the key challenges so
as to create conducive, stable and
predictable atmosphere.

